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Abstract (en)
This ink duct for the feed rollers of offset printing machines comprises a structure with a high degree of flexo-torsional indeformability and preferably
monobloc, to be combined with a device incorporating levelling inserts for regulating the thickness of the ink film transferred by the feed roller, to
make the operations involved in said regulation more reliable. The ink duct is provided with an adjustment device incorporating levelling inserts (7)
operated by motor means (10) acting via angular velocity reduction units (11), to amplify the operating movement and so define its extent more
clearly. The ink duct is provided with levelling inserts (7) which derive their axial regulating movement from a male-female screw (13A, 21; 13B, 14)
combination in differential engagement . The ink duct is provided with levelling inserts operated by mutually engaged regulating screws preloaded
by elastic means (18) to eliminate any axial engagement slack. The ink duct is provided with lateral shoulders with their ends of anti-friction material
(3A) and shaped conjugately with the circularity of the feed roller, so that it can rest on it without any possibility existing of contact between its
levelling inserts and the cylindrical surface of said feed roller (5) during installation on the offset printing machine. <IMAGE>
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